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In the present paper, the stress ﬁeld of an inﬁnite bicrystal with a planar boundary that undergoes plastic
distortion variations along the normal to its interface is ﬁrst considered. It is shown that the stress ﬁeld of
the classic Eshelby–Kröner spherical inclusion problem can be retrieved by applying an appropriate
superposition method to these bicrystal stress solutions. The methodology is explained for interior and
exterior points (i.e., inside and outside the inclusion). Such a superposition method provides a convenient
geometrical interpretation of Eshelby–Kröner results. Besides, this method makes it also possible to han-
dle spherical inclusion (or grain) problems with spatially non-uniform plastic strain in the inclusion. In
particular, it is suited to handle easily intra-crystalline polynomial plastic strains with even exponents
or any plastic strain that can be written as a power series representation with even exponents like
cos x; cosh x; sin xx ;
sinh x
x . The analytical expression of the interior stress tensor for the problem of a plastic
strain in the inclusion that varies as a power law with a general even exponent is given. Internal stresses
and stored energy are also derived analytically for the problem of a plastic strain in the inclusion that
varies as sinh
r
l
r
l
(r being the polar distance to the inclusion centre and l a characteristic length), chosen to
describe realistically the accumulated plastic strain gradients within grains. Remarkably, a tanh-shape
is found for the evolution of the stored energy as a function of la in a log–log scale (a being the radius
of the grain), resulting in very similar size effects as those derived from generalized continuum models.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Estimating the level of internal stresses within polycrystals is a
long-standing issue in materials science and in mechanics. Most
analytical scale transition models are based on Eshelby solutions
for inclusion problems (Eshelby, 1957) as the initial self-consistent
scheme for polycrystals displayed for example by Kröner (1958a,
1961) or Hill (1965). According to the self-consistent scheme, each
grain of a polycrystal is successively regarded as an inclusion inter-
acting with the Homogeneous Equivalent Medium containing the
whole grains. Since then, inclusion problems have been the object
of extensive work for a wide variety of applications (e.g., see the
comprehensive reviews of Mura (1987) and Nemat-Nasser and
Hori (1999)). According to Mura (1987), the term inclusion refers
to a ﬁnite sub-domain embedded in a homogeneous material with
identical elastic moduli, an eigenstrain (or stress-free transforma-
tion strain), e, being prescribed in the sub-domain and being zeroin the reminder of the material (i.e., in the matrix). The different
sources of eigenstrains could be phase transformation, plastic
deformation, thermal expansion, electromechanical strain,
magnetomechanical strain or a ﬁctitious source necessary for the
equivalent inclusion method (e.g., to handle a difference in elastic
moduli (Mura, 1987)). Inclusion problems were tackled for inclu-
sions with ellipsoidal shape which enable to handle miscellaneous
inclusion aspect ratios (sphere, penny-shape, ﬂat ellipsoid, spher-
oid (see Mura, 1987) but also for inclusions with other shapes
(e.g., cuboid by Faivre (1969), Chiu (1977), Li and Anderson
(2001), circular cylinder by Wu and Du (1995a,b), elliptic cylinder
by Jin et al. (2011), polygons and polyhedra by Rodin (1996), Fran-
ciosi (2005), star-shaped inclusions by Mura (2000) among others).
Franciosi and Lormand (2004) used the Radon transform to solve
inclusion problems, the inclusion being in this case any bounded
domain, single inclusion or inclusion patterns. The method of the
Radon transform is based on the computation of a mean weight
function characteristic of the inclusion shape. It becomes especially
relevant when considering inclusions with non-ellipsoidal shape
since even an approximate expression of the mean weight function
may give a more accurate ﬁnal result than using an ellipsoidal
Fig. 1. Inﬁnite bicrystal with a planar boundary that undergoes plastic distortion
variations along the normal to its interface.
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Although several problems in the physics and mechanics of mate-
rials naturally give rise to spatially non-uniform eigenstrains, most
of these researches dealt however with spatially uniform eigen-
strains. Most of the studies that focused on non-uniform eigen-
strain problems were concerned with polynomial distributions
(e.g., Asaro and Barnett, 1975; Asaro, 1975; Eshelby et al., 1961;
Moschovidis and Mura, 1975; Mura and Kinoshita, 1978; Rodin
and Hwang, 1991). Analytical solutions to polynomial eigenstrain
problems remain nevertheless extremely tedious to implement.
More recently, Sharma and Sharma (2003) derived closed-form
solutions of stresses for ellipsoidal inclusions with eigenstrains dis-
tributed in a Gaussian or in an exponential manner. Their work is
however restricted to dilatational eigenstrains (i.e., eij ¼ e0dij,
where dij denotes the second order unit tensor). It can also been re-
ported that Berbenni et al. (2008) overcame the assumption of uni-
form plastic distortion in a spherical inclusion by considering
instead a discrete distribution of dislocation loops constrained at
the boundary. Closed-form solutions of stresses and internal elastic
energy were provided. From thermodynamic considerations
speciﬁc to a process of identical plastiﬁcation in all the loops, an
average back-stress was derived over the inclusion and incorpo-
rated in a diluted Eshelby model as a ﬁrst application (Richeton
et al., 2009). As a result, a new interaction law for polycrystals that
is explicitly dependent on grain size and slip line spacing was
obtained (Richeton et al., 2009). This technique was also applied
by Perrin et al. (2010) to real particular grains in Ni polycrystals
deformed in the micro-plastic stage to understand the gradients
of intra-granular lattice rotations.
When it comes to understand the speciﬁc role of a grain
boundary on the development of internal stresses, studies dealing
with bicrystals become also of interest. Recently, the contribution
of the different sources of incompatibility (elastic, plastic and
elastic/plastic) in a bicrystal were quantiﬁed thanks to the explicit
derivation of analytical stress solutions in linear heterogeneous
elasticity accounting for full elastic anisotropy (Richeton and
Berbenni, 2013). The derivation was performed within the frame-
work of the static theory of continuously distributed dislocations
(Kröner, 1958b; Kröner, 1981; Acharya, 2001) for an inﬁnite
bicrystal with a planar boundary and piecewise uniform elastic
properties and plastic distortions. In the present paper, the former
bicrystal stress solutions are extended to the case where the
plastic distortions can vary along the normal to the interface
(Section 3). In Section 4, these results are used to set out the con-
cepts of a ‘‘bicrystals superposition method’’ that is devoted to
derive explicit analytical stress solutions for spherical inclusion
problems. The methodology is here explained in linear isotropic
homogeneous elasticity for points both within and outside the
inclusion. Throughout the paper, plastic deformation is consid-
ered as the source of eigenstrain but results can easily be general-
ized to other kind of sources. In Section 5, it is shown that the
method enables to retrieve the stress ﬁeld of the classical Eshel-
by–Kröner inclusion problem by an appropriate superposition of
the preceding bicrystal stress solutions. Section 6 deals with
spherical inclusion problems with non-uniform plastic strain in
the inclusion. The method is shown to be particularly suited to
handle plastic strains with special polynomial or exponential
variations. Explicit analytical derivation of internal stresses and
stored elastic energy are derived on different illustrative cases.
The opportunity to use such kind of results to describe the accu-
mulated plastic strain gradients within grains and then to build
new polycrystalline stress accommodation laws that could be
grain size dependent is discussed. Concluding remarks are dis-
played in Section 7 whereas notation conventions are now settled
in forthcoming Section 2.2. Notation
A bold symbol denotes a tensor. The symbol  represents tensor
multiplication and a : the contracted product between two tensors.
In the component representation, the spatial derivative with re-
spect to a Cartesian coordinate is indicated by a comma followed
by the component index. If A and B are second-order tensors, C a
fourth-order tensor and v a vector, we have in rectangular Carte-
sian coordinates
ðA  vÞi ¼ Aijv j
ðA  BÞil ¼ AijBjl
ðC : AÞil ¼ CilmnAmn
ðgrad vÞil ¼ v i;l
ðcurl AÞil ¼ eljkAijvk
ð1Þ3. Inﬁnite planar boundary with spatial variations of plastic
distortions
This section aims at deriving the stress solutions in an inﬁnite
bicrystal where the plastic strains can vary along the normal to
the bicrystal planar interface. The relevance of these solutions will
be further examined in the next sections. In particular, the solu-
tions derived in the presence of ﬂuctuating plastic strains will be
useful in order to retrieve the exterior stress ﬁeld of the classic
Eshelby–Kröner spherical inclusion problem and also in order to
compute analytical stress solutions for spherical inclusion prob-
lems with non-uniform plastic strain in the inclusion.
3.1. Geometry of the problem and ﬁeld equations
A ﬁxed inﬁnite planar interface I separating two crystals
(crystal I of volume VI and crystal II of volume VII) is considered
in a continuous medium, with unit normal vector n oriented from
crystal I to crystal II along the x1 direction (Fig. 1). The superscript I
denotes ﬁelds in crystal I ðx1 < 0Þ and the superscript II ﬁelds in
crystal II ðx1 > 0Þ. The jump of a ﬁeld g at the interface oriented
by n is denoted ½g ¼ gIIðx1 ! 0þÞ  gIðx1 ! 0Þ. By extension, for
a piecewise uniform ﬁeld w, the difference between the ﬁelds in
crystals II and I writes ½w ¼ wII wI. The total (inﬁnite) volume
of the bicrystal is denoted V. The volume fraction of each crystal
in the inﬁnite medium is assumed to be equal (i.e., V
I
V ¼ V
II
V ¼ 12).
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tious external boundary
T ¼ R  ns ð2Þ
where R is assumed macro homogeneous and ns stands for the out-
ward normal of the ﬁctitious external boundary. The linear theory
of small perturbations including the following set of ﬁeld equations
is considered
grad u ¼ b ¼ be þ bp ð3Þ
curl b ¼ 0 ð4Þ
r ¼ C : ee ¼ C : ðe epÞ ð5Þ
div r ¼ 0 ð6Þ
where u is the displacement vector and b the total distortion (i.e.,
the displacement gradient) which decomposes into its elastic be
and plastic part bp (Eq. (3)). Eq. (4) expresses the compatibility of
the total distortion, i.e., the continuity of displacement. Elasticity
is assumed linear, homogeneous in the whole volume V and isotro-
pic. The symmetric Cauchy stress tensor r is thus obtained from the
classic Hooke’s law (Eq. (5)) with the elastic moduli C characterized
by shear modulus l and Poisson’s ratio m as Cijkl ¼ 2lm12m dijdkl
þlðdikdjl þ dildjkÞ. The elastic, total and plastic strain tensors
ðee; e; epÞ are the symmetric parts of ðbe;b; bpÞ, respectively. r satis-
ﬁes the static equilibriumwithout body force (Eq. (6)). As a result of
Eqs. (2) and (6), the mean value of stresses veriﬁes
1
V
Z
V
rdV ¼ R ð7Þ
3.2. Assumptions about plastic distortions
Plastic distortions are assumed to vary only along the normal to
the interface. It is supposed that these variations are continuous in
each crystal and that a discontinuity is possible at the interface
(Fig. 1). Moreover, it is also assumed that the averages of the plastic
distortions within each crystal are ﬁnite ﬁelds, i.e., that the follow-
ing second-order tensors can be deﬁned
bp1I ¼ hbpIðx1ÞiI ¼
1
VI
Z
VI
bpIðx1ÞdV
bp1II ¼ hbpIIðx1ÞiII ¼
1
VII
Z
VII
bpIIðx1ÞdV
ð8Þ
and also
dbpIðx1Þ ¼ bpIðx1Þ  bp1I
dbpIIðx1Þ ¼ bpIIðx1Þ  bp1II
ð9Þ
By construction, bp1ð¼ bp1I if x1 < 0; bp1II if x1 > 0) is piece-
wise uniform whereas dbpð¼ dbpI if x1 < 0; dbpII if x1 > 0) ﬂuctu-
ates and averages out to zero in each crystal
hdbpIðx1ÞiI ¼ hdbpIIðx1ÞiII ¼ 0 ð10Þ
It must be noted however that both bp1 and dbp may be discon-
tinuous at the interface (Fig. 1).
3.3. Stress ﬁeld
The static problem of Fig. 1 considers the existence of stress and
distortion ﬁelds in an inﬁnite volume. Due to the geometry of this
problem and the assumptions made on the plastic distortions,
stress and total distortion ﬁelds are actually invariant along x2
and x3
r;2 ¼ r;3 ¼ 0 ð11Þb;2 ¼ b;3 ¼ 0 ð12Þ
Thus, taking into account Eq. (12) in the compatibility of the
displacement gradient (Eq. (4)), one obtains
8j – 1; bij;1 ¼ 0 ð13Þ
And from the decomposition of Eq. (3), one can write
8j – 1; beijðx1Þ ¼ bpijðx1Þ þ Kij ¼ bp1ij ðx1Þ  dbpijðx1Þ þ Kij ð14Þ
where Kij is a spatially uniform ﬁeld. Because of Eq. (11), stress
equilibrium (Eq. (6)) leads to
r11;1 ¼ r12;1 ¼ r31;1 ¼ 0 ð15Þ
Combined with Eq. (7), these relations actually enforce the fol-
lowing condition
ri1 ¼ Ri1 ð16Þ
The combination of Eqs. (13) and (15) along with the homoge-
neity of the elastic constants, the linearity of the Hooke’s law and
the assumption that hbpIðx1ÞiI and hbpIIðx1ÞiII are ﬁnite ﬁelds imply
that hrIðx1ÞiI and hrIIðx1ÞiII are necessarily also ﬁnite ﬁelds. As a
consequence, in the same way as for the plastic distortions, it is
possible to deﬁne the piecewise uniform ﬁeld r1 (¼ r1I if
x1 < 0; r1II if x1 > 0) with
r1I ¼ hrIðx1ÞiI and r1II ¼ hrIIðx1ÞiII ð17Þ
Its associated ﬂuctuations dr (¼ drI if x1 < 0; drII if x1 > 0) are
drIðx1Þ ¼ rIðx1Þ  r1I
drIIðx1Þ ¼ rIIðx1Þ  r1II
ð18Þ
Averaging Eq. (18) leads to
hdrIðx1ÞiI ¼ hdrIIðx1ÞiII ¼ 0 ð19Þ
As a consequence of Eqs. (10) and (19), the ﬂuctuating tensors,
dbp and dr, tend forcedly to zero at inﬁnity
dbpIðx1 ! 1Þ ¼ dbpIIðx1 ! þ1Þ ¼ 0
drIðx1 ! 1Þ ¼ drIIðx1 ! þ1Þ ¼ 0
ð20Þ
Because of stress decomposition (Eqs. (17) and (18)), stress
volume averaging (Eq. (7)) and and the condition of Eq. (16), we
have
dri1 ¼ 0 ð21Þ
and
R ¼ 1
2
ðr1I þ r1IIÞ ð22Þ
Hence, as a result of Eqs. (16) and (21), only the stress compo-
nents r22;r33 and r23 are actually unknown. According to Eqs. (5)
and (14), they can be related to the plastic strains as
1
2lð1þ mÞ ðmR11 þ r22  mr33Þ ¼ e
p
22 þ K22
1
2lð1þ mÞ ðmR11  mr22 þ r33Þ ¼ e
p
33 þ K33
1
l
r23 ¼ 2ep23 þ K23 þ K32
ð23Þ
By writing the former system when x1 ! 1 and when
x1 ! þ1 and then performing the subtraction while using Eq.
(22), the following set of equations can be obtained
r1II22  mr1II33 ¼ lð1þ mÞ½ep122  þ R22  mR33
 mr1II22 þ r1II33 ¼ lð1þ mÞ½ep133   mR22 þ R33
r1II23 ¼ l½ep123  þ R23
ð24Þ
Fig. 2. 2D cut of a sphere of radius a deﬁned by the intersection of continuously
superimposed tangent planes.
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duced from Eq. (22). The general solutions for r1 write accordingly
r122ðx1Þ ¼ R22 
l
1 m ð½e
p1
22  þ m½ep133 Þsgnðx1Þ
r133ðx1Þ ¼ R33 
l
1 m ð½e
p1
33  þ m½ep122 Þsgnðx1Þ
r123ðx1Þ ¼ R23  l½ep123 sgnðx1Þ
ð25Þ
where sgnðx1Þ ¼ 1 when x1 > 0 and sgnðx1Þ ¼ 1 when x1 < 0.
These expressions are actually the bicrystal stress solutions when
piecewise uniform plastic distortions are considered (see Rey and
Saada (1976), Berveiller (1978), Rey and Zaoui (1980) or Richeton
and Berbenni (2013)). Combining the system given by Eq. (23) with
its expressions when x1 ! 1 and when x1 ! þ1, the unknown
components of dr are then also solutions of a linear system
dr22  mdr33 ¼ 2lð1þ mÞdep22
 mdr22 þ dr33 ¼ 2lð1þ mÞdep33
dr23 ¼ 2ldep23
ð26Þ
which solutions are
dr22ðx1Þ ¼  2l1 m ðde
p
22ðx1Þ þ mdep33ðx1ÞÞ
dr33ðx1Þ ¼  2l1 m ðde
p
33ðx1Þ þ mdep22ðx1ÞÞ
dr23ðx1Þ ¼ 2ldep23ðx1Þ
ð27Þ
Note that the long-range inﬁnite stress terms (Eq. (25)), are
non-local in the sense that they depend on jumps of inﬁnite plastic
strains whereas the expressions of the ﬂuctuating stress terms (Eq.
(27)) are purely local. Note also that using the same methodology,
the stress solutions in heterogeneous elasticity with full anisotropy
can be easily obtained (see also Gemperlova et al. (1989), Peralta
et al. (1994) and Richeton and Berbenni (2013)). The explicit ana-
lytical expressions of r1 and dr in heterogeneous anisotropic elas-
ticity are given in Appendix A.Fig. 3. 2D sketch of one planar interface tangent to the spherical inclusion. epðBiIÞ
and epðBi-IIÞ are the respective plastic strains in the media I and II.4. From bicrystal to spherical inclusion problems by a
superposition method
Let us now consider an individual spherical inclusion with ra-
dius a embedded in an inﬁnite matrix with volume V. It is assumed
that the inclusion and the matrix are perfectly bonded at the inter-
face. Like in Section 3, elasticity is assumed to be linear, homoge-
neous and isotropic. A plastic strain tensor, epint, is considered
inside the spherical inclusion, as well as a plastic strain tensor
outside the inclusion, epext. At the same time, the entire volume
medium is subjected to the far-ﬁeld applied homogeneous loading
R. The rest of the paper deals with the idea that some stress solu-
tions of this problem can be obtained by summing appropriately
the solutions relative to the inﬁnite bicrystal problem (Eqs. (25)
and (27)) thanks to the principle of stress superposition in linear
homogeneous elasticity. Indeed, the external envelope of a sphere
can be deﬁned from the intersection of an inﬁnite number of
planes, each plane being tangent to the sphere (see Fig. 2). In the
present section, we set out the concepts of this ‘‘bicrystals super-
position method’’. Section 5 aims to show and validate the applica-
bility of the method on the well-known Eshelby (1957) and Kröner
(1961) results (case where both epint and e
p
ext are uniform). Section 6
is a new application to more realistic problems of polycrystal plas-
ticity constrained by grain boundaries where plastic strains inside
grains are non-uniform.4.1. General principle of the method
First, the spherical inclusion problem is decomposed into an
inﬁnite number of bicrystal problems. These ones are deﬁned by
the positions of the inﬁnite planar interfaces which are continu-
ously tangent to the spherical inclusion. In spherical coordinates
ðr; h;/Þ deﬁned by
x1 ¼ r sin h cos/
x2 ¼ r sin h sin/
x3 ¼ r cos h
ð28Þ
The intersection points are given as ðr ¼ a; h;/Þ with 0 6 h 6 p
and 0 6 / 6 2p (the centre of the inclusion being assumed to be
located at the origin of the frame). For any bicrystal problem, it
is considered that a far-ﬁeld homogeneous loading, RBi, is applied
and that the planar interface separates two different media of same
volume fraction and with respective plastic strain epðBi-IÞ and epðBi-IIÞ
(see Fig. 3). Besides, the media orientation is such that the spheri-
cal inclusion is always included within the media I ( Fig. 4).
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ing the exact plastic strain ﬁeld, inside, epint, and outside, e
p
ext, the
spherical inclusion, as well as the far-ﬁeld applied homogeneous
loading, R, by summing the respective ﬁelds that are associated
to the bicrystal problems. Then, according to the principle of stress
superposition in linear homogeneous elasticity, the stress solutions
of the spherical inclusion problem will be derived thanks to similar
summations of the bicrystal stress solutions. In order to avoid any
dimensional issue when performing summations over surfaces of
the different ﬁelds attached to the bicrystals, the rest of the paper
will deal with the adimensional length ra.
4.2. Reconstruction of ﬁelds R; epint and e
p
ext
The sum of all the macroscopic stress tensors RBi which are
associated to the different bicrystal problems must be equal to
the macroscopic stress tensor R which is associated to the spheri-
cal inclusion problem. Hence, RBi must fulﬁl the following
condition
R ¼
Z 2p
0
Z p
0
RBiðh;/Þ sin hdhd/ ð29Þ
Besides, since the spherical inclusion is always included within
the media I (see Fig. 3), the resulting plastic strain at a point
M ra < 1; h;/
 
inside the inclusion is given by
epintðMÞ ¼
Z 2p
0
Z p
0
epðBi-IÞððh;/Þ; dÞ sin hdhd/ ð30Þ
where the distance d between M and the planar interface has been
introduced in order to show that epðBi-IÞ can possibly vary along the
normal to the interface, i.e., with distance d (cf. Section 3). For an
exterior pointM, without loss of generalization, it can be considered
that the orientation of the Cartesian frame is such that x1 ¼ x2 ¼ 0
and x3 > a , i.e., in spherical coordinates, h ¼ / ¼ 0 and r > a. In-
deed, stress solutions along other angular positions will be accessi-
ble by ﬁrst rotating epðBi-IÞ, epðBi-IIÞ and RBi in an intermediate frame
where h ¼ / ¼ 0 and then by re-converting the obtained solution
into the original frame. With such a frame orientation, the resulting
plastic strain at a point M ra > 1;0;0
 
outside the inclusion is given
by (see Fig. 3),
epextðMÞ ¼
Z 2p
0
Z arccos arð Þ
0
epðBi-IIÞððh;/Þ;dÞ sin hdhd/
þ
Z 2p
0
Z p
arccos arð Þ
epðBi-IÞððh;/Þ; dÞ sin hdhd/ ð31ÞFig. 4. For an exterior point M ra ;0;0
 
, all the tangent planes with 0 < / < 2p and
0 < h < h ¼ arccos ar
 
will contribute with epðBi-IIÞ . The distance between an
arbitrary tangent plane and the point M is given by d ¼ jr cos h aj.4.3. Computation of the stress ﬁeld
Once the ﬁelds RBi; epðBi-IÞ and epðBi-IIÞ are known for all the
bicrystals, the different bicrystal stress solutions can be computed
from Eqs. (25), (27) and (16). They will be designated as rBiI and
rBiII for stress tensors in media I and II, respectively (see Fig. 3). In
the spherical frame where the interface normals are all along the
direction ur (see Figs. 3 and 4), their general expressions for
VBiI ¼ VBiII (same volume fraction) are
rBiIhh ¼RBihhþ
l
1mð½e
p1ðBiÞ
hh þm½ep1ðBiÞ// Þ
2l
1mðde
pðBiIÞ
hh ðdÞþmdepðBiIÞ// ðdÞÞ
rBiI// ¼RBi//þ
l
1mð½e
p1ðBiÞ
// þm½ep1ðBiÞhh Þ
2l
1mðde
pðBiIÞ
// ðdÞþmdepðBiIÞhh ðdÞÞ
rBiIh/ ¼RBih/þl½ep1ðBiÞh/ 2ldepðBiIÞh/ ðdÞ
rBiIrr ¼RBirr
rBiIrh ¼RBirh
rBiIr/ ¼RBir/ ð32ÞrBiIIhh ¼RBihh
l
1mð½e
p1ðBiÞ
hh þm½ep1ðBiÞ// Þ
2l
1mðde
pðBiIIÞ
hh ðdÞþmdepðBiIIÞ// ðdÞÞ
rBiII// ¼RBi//
l
1mð½e
p1ðBiÞ
// þm½ep1ðBiÞhh Þ
2l
1mðde
pðBiIIÞ
// ðdÞþmdepðBiIIÞhh ðdÞÞ
rBiIIh/ ¼RBih/l½ep1ðBiÞh/ 2ldepðBiIIÞh/ ðdÞ
rBiIIrr ¼RBirr
rBiIIrh ¼RBirh
rBiIIr/ ¼RBir/ ð33Þ
Accordingly, the stress ﬁeld associated to the spherical inclu-
sion problem can be derived from these solutions thanks to the
principle of stress superposition in linear homogeneous elasticity.
For points M ra < 1; h;/
 
in the interior of the spherical inclusion,
the stress tensor is so given as
rint Mð Þ ¼
Z 2p
0
Z p
0
rBiIððh;/Þ;dÞ sin hdhd/ ð34Þ
and for exterior points M ra > 1;0; 0
 
, the stress tensor is given as
rextðMÞ ¼
Z 2p
0
Z p
arccos arð Þ
rBiIððh;/Þ;dÞ sin hdhd/
þ
Z 2p
0
Z arccos arð Þ
0
rBiIIððh;/Þ; dÞ sin hdhd/ ð35Þ
In order to perform the computations of Eqs. (34) and (35),
RBi; ½ep1ðBiÞ, depðBi-IÞ and depðBiIIÞ must thus be converted into the
spherical frame ﬁrst. Then, rBiI and rBiII are respectively deduced
from Eqs. (32) and (33). These ones are subsequently converted
into the Cartesian frame, coming off to general expressions in func-
tion of ðh;/Þ. Finally, the integral sums of Eqs. (34) and (35) can be
performed. All this procedure is actually coded in Matlab which
allows the supply of immediate results.5. Application to spherical inclusion problems with piecewise
uniform plastic strains
In this section, both epint and e
p
ext are considered uniform. Eshelby
(1957) and Kröner (1961) provided the classic stress solutions
of this problem. Here, we propose to retrieve these solutions
by applying the ‘‘bicrystals superposition method’’ detailed in
Section 4.
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It is noteworthy that there are different ways to reconstruct the
ﬁelds R; epint and e
p
ext. Here, the way that appeared the most intuitive
to the authors is displayed. The most direct and simple way to sat-
isfy Eq. (29) seems indeed to take the same far-ﬁeld homogeneous
loading, RBi, in all the bicrystal problems
RBi ¼ 1
4p
R ð36Þ
From Eq. (30), it is also seen that a uniform plastic strain, epint,
inside the inclusion can be retrieved by simply considering a same
uniform plastic strain tensor, ep1ðBiIÞ, for all the media I of the dif-
ferent bicrystals. In this case, there is no need of ﬂuctuating ﬁeld
(depðBiIÞðdÞ ¼ 0) and epðBiIÞ writes
epðBiIÞ ¼ ep1ðBiIÞ ¼ 1
4p
epint ð37Þ
Considering now the decomposition into inﬁnite and ﬂuctuat-
ing ﬁelds for epðBi-IIÞ and substituting the previous expression of
epðBiIÞ in Eq. (31), it results for M ra > 1;0;0
 
epextðMÞ ¼
Z 2p
0
Z arccos arð Þ
0
ep1ðBiIIÞðh;/Þ sin hdhd/
þ
Z 2p
0
Z arccos arð Þ
0
depðBi-IIÞððh;/Þ; dÞ sin hdhd/
þ e
p
int
2
1þ a
r
 
ð38Þ
If ep1ðBi-IIÞðh;/Þ is taken to be the same in all the media II, this
last equation becomes
epextðMÞ ¼
epint
2
1þ a
r
 
þ 2pep1ðBi-IIÞ 1 a
r
 
þ
Z 2p
0
Z arccos arð Þ
0
depðBi-IIÞððh;/Þ; dÞ sin hdhd/ ð39Þ
In the problem under consideration, plastic train is homoge-
neous outside the inclusion, in particular at inﬁnity, i.e., when
r
a ! 1 and from geometry (cf. Fig. 4) when d ! 1. From Eq.
(20), the writing of Eq. (39) at inﬁnity gives thus
epext ¼
epint
2
þ 2pep1ðBi-IIÞ ð40Þ
As a result, the inﬁnite plastic strain tensor ep1ðBi-IIÞ must be
ep1ðBi-IIÞ ¼ 1
4p
ð2epext  epintÞ ð41Þ
Then, the stress tensor inside the inclusion, rint, can be directly
computed from the integral sum of rBiI (Eq. (34)). The set of ﬁelds
implied in the expression of rBi-I (Eq. (32)) is completely given by
Eq. (36), (37) and (41)
RBi ¼ 1
4p
R
ep1ðBiIÞ ¼ 1
4p
epint
ep1ðBi-IIÞ ¼ 1
4p
ð2epext  epintÞ
depðBiIÞðdÞ ¼ 0
ð42Þ
rBiI is indeed insensitive to any variation along the normal to
the interface of the plastic strain ﬁeld in the media II, depðBi-IIÞ.
Accordingly, rint will remain unchanged whatever the result of
the integral sum of depðBi-IIÞ in Eq. (39). This means that there is
no need to reconstruct exactly epext to get the correct expression
of rint. rint is still the interior stress solution when the plasticstrain ﬁeld outside the inclusion is non homogeneous, provided
the ﬂuctuations cancel out on average and the correct plastic
strain ﬁeld is retrieved at inﬁnity. As a result of Eq. (34), the clas-
sical stress solutions of Eshelby (1957) and Kröner (1961) for
interior points in the case of possibly compressible plasticity are
retrieved
rint11 ¼ R11  2l
8
15ð1 mÞDe
p
11 þ
1þ 5m
15ð1 mÞ ðDe
p
22 þ Dep33Þ
 
rint12 ¼ R12  2l
7 5m
15ð1 mÞDe
p
12
ð43Þ
where Dep ¼ epint  epext. All other stress components are obtained
by the cyclic permutation of ð1;2;3Þ. The remarkable result found
by Eshelby (1957) and extended by Kröner (1961) to a homoge-
neous plastic matrix that the elastic ﬁelds are uniform inside the
inclusion is here a direct consequence of the superposition meth-
od. For any interior point, the stress solution is indeed given by a
unique integral sum performed on uniform ﬁelds (Eqs. (34), (32)
and (42)). On the contrary, for an exterior point, it will be shown
in the next subsection that the integral sum depends on the posi-
tion and implies ﬂuctuating ﬁelds. Besides, we recall that the
choices made for RBi; ep1ðBiIÞ, ep1ðBi-IIÞ and depðBiIÞ are not unique.
Other possibilities exist. As an example, Appendix B provides a dif-
ferent set of ﬁelds that allows also to retrieve the correct expres-
sion of rint.
5.2. Explicit exterior stress solutions
In the following, we still consider the expressions determined in
Eq. (42) for RBi; ep1ðBi-IÞ, ep1ðBi-IIÞ and depðBi-IÞ. For an exterior point M
located at ra > 1;0;0
 
, the substitution of the expression of ep1ðBi-IIÞ
in Eq. (39) leads then to
epextðMÞ ¼ epext þ
a
r
ðepint  epextÞ
þ
Z 2p
0
Z arccos arð Þ
0
depðBi-IIÞððh;/Þ;dÞ sin hdhd/ ð44Þ
The second term of the right member of Eq. (44) varies with ar
whereas the plastic strain tensor should be uniform outside the
inclusion. Hence, we are looking for a ﬂuctuating plastic strain
tensor, depðBi-IIÞðdÞ, such that its integral cancels out the ar term.
One possibility to impose a uniform plastic strain outside the
inclusion is to ensure that the sum of the ﬂuctuating terms
varies as ðarÞn with n a positive integer. Then, by making n tend
to inﬁnity, a uniform plastic strain outside the inclusion could
be retrieved. Such a process can be achieved by taking
depðBi-IIÞðdÞ as
depðBi-IIÞðdÞ ¼ ðn 1Þa
n
2pðaþ dÞn ðe
p
ext  epintÞ ¼
ðn 1Þan
2pðr cos hÞn ðe
p
ext  epintÞ
ð45Þ
since the distance between M and the interface plane is
d ¼ r cos h a (see Fig. 4). Indeed, such an expression satisﬁes the
condition hdepðBi-IIÞðdÞiII ¼ 0 (Eq. (10)) for nP 2 and transforms Eq.
(44) into
epextðMÞ ¼ epext þ
a
r
 n
ðepint  epextÞ ð46Þ
which veriﬁes limn!1e
p
extðMÞ ¼ epext for ra > 1. Again, it is recalled
that the choice made for depðBi-IIÞðdÞ is arbitrary, other kinds of
expression being certainly also admissible. The stress tensor outside
the inclusion, rext, can then be computed from the integral sum of
Eq. (35) which is rewritten below in order to detail the passage to
the limit
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Z 2p
0
Z p
arccos arð Þ
rBi-Iðh;/Þ sin hdhd/
þ lim
n!1
Z 2p
0
Z arccos arð Þ
0
rBiIIððh;/Þ; d;nÞ sin hdhd/
 !
ð47Þ
As a result, the stress solutions of Eshelby (1959) (see also Ju
and Sun (1999)) outside a spherical inclusion (i.e., for external
points) can be retrieved in a very direct manner using Matlab or
any other symbolic computation software. The components of
the exterior stress tensor for any angular direction are given in
Appendix C through new explicit analytical compact expressions.
The correctness of these formulas were checked from the analytical
expression of the exterior Eshelby tensor established by Ju and Sun
(1999) (see Appendix C).
6. Application to spherical inclusion problems with non-
uniformally distributed plastic strains in the inclusion
The preceding superposition method is now employed in order
to derive explicit analytical stress solutions for spatially non-uni-
form plastic strain problems. Indeed, many problems in materials
science give, for instance, rise to eigenstrains (or plastic strains in
the inclusion) that can be approximated by exponential functions
whereas the resolution of such problems is hardly accessible by
the methods of Green’s functions. It is noted however that Sharma
and Sharma (2003) derived closed-form solutions of stresses for
ellipsoidal inclusions with Gaussian or exponential eigenstrains
but only for the restrictive case of dilatational eigenstrains (i.e.,
eij ¼ e0dij), which is obviously unsuited to isochore transformations
like plasticity due to crystallographic glide or twinning.
In our superposition method, the resulting plastic strain tensor
inside the inclusion is the sum on the surface of the spherical inclu-
sion of the plastic strain tensors in the media I of the bicrystals (Eq.
(30)). The plastic strains associated with the bicrystals can vary
along the normal to each bicrystal interface and have not to be
the same for all the bicrystals. Hence, a large variety of non-uni-
form plastic strains can potentially be handled by this method.
Nevertheless, calculations are much simpler if the variations with
the distance to the interface are the same for all the bicrystals.
Accordingly, the following study will only deal with such a restric-
tive case. Moreover, only interior stress solutions will be tackled
and no plastic strain will be considered outside the spherical inclu-
sion (epext ¼ 0).
An interior pointM located at a distance r from the centre of the
spherical inclusion is thus considered ra < 1
 
. As in the preceding
sections, without loss of generalization, the orientation of the
frame is chosen such that the angular position of M is given by
h ¼ / ¼ 0 in spherical coordinates or x1 ¼ x2 ¼ 0 and x3 ¼ r > 0 in
Cartesian coordinates. With this orientation, the distance between
M and a bicrystal interface tangent to the sphere at ra ¼ 1; h;/
 
is
given by d ¼ a r cos h (see Fig. 4). Hence, let us ﬁrst consider that
the plastic strain tensors in the media I vary in a polynomial man-
ner over a ﬁnite distance w greater or equal to 2a
epðBi-IÞ ¼ ep0ðd aÞq if d 6 w; 0 otherwise ð48Þ
where ep0 is a uniform tensor and q a positive integer. Then from Eq.
(30), it is seen that the resulting plastic strain tensor inside the
inclusion could be easily calculated
epintðrÞ¼
Z 2p
0
Z p
0
ep0ðdaÞq sinhdhd/
¼2pep0rq
Z p
0
ðcoshÞq sinhdh¼
4p
qþ1e
p0rq; if q is even
0; if q is odd
(
ð49ÞAs a consequence, it appears that the present method is
particularly suited to handle polynomial plastic strains with even
exponents or any plastic strain that can be written as a power
series representation with only even exponents like
cos x; cosh x; sin xx ;
sinh x
x . On the contrary, in the present restrictive
case where the variations with the distance to the interface are
the same for all the bicrystals, not every kinds of plastic strain
are reachable. For instance, the Gaussian or exponential eigen-
strains outlined in the paper of Sharma and Sharma (2003) are
not. In the next subsection, the complete interior stress tensor rel-
ative to a plastic strain in the inclusion that displays a power law
variation with a general even exponent will be given. In a ﬁnal sub-
section, stress and elastic energy solutions will also be developed
for a plastic strain in the inclusion that exhibits a variation under
the form of sinh rr .
6.1. Plastic strain with even power law variation in the inclusion
In this subsection, the following plastic strain tensor is consid-
ered within the spherical inclusion
epintðrÞ ¼ ep0r2n ð50Þ
where n is a positive integer. Following the methodology detailed in
Section 4, the interior stress solution is given in the Cartesian frame
by the integral sum of Eq. (34) using, for instance, in Eq. (32) the fol-
lowing set of ﬁelds
RBi ¼ 1
4p
R
ep1ðBiIÞ ¼ 0
ep1ðBi-IIÞ ¼ 0
depðBiIÞðdÞ ¼ 1
4p
ep0ð2nþ 1Þ d að Þ2n if d 6 w; 0 otherwise
ð51Þ
where w is still a ﬁnite distance greater or equal to 2a. According to
the result of Eq. (49), the above expression of depðBi-IÞðdÞ allows in-
deed to retrieve the interior plastic strain tensor of Eq. (50) from
the integral sum of Eq. (30). It satisﬁes also the condition
hdepðBi-IÞðdÞiI ¼ 0 (cf. Eq. (10)). As a result, the interior stress solu-
tions for the problem of a plastic strain in the inclusion with general
even power law variation can be derived. The expression of all the
stress components along the direction x3 for x3 > 0 in the interior
of the inclusion are explicitly outlined below (it is noteworthy that
stress solutions along other angular directions are accessible by per-
forming frame rotations).
rint11 ¼R11
2l
ð1mÞð15þ16nþ4n2Þð8e
p
11þð1þ5mÞðep22þep33Þ
þ4ð3nþn2Þðep11þmep22Þþ2ð1þmÞnep33Þx2n3
rint22 ¼R22
2l
ð1mÞð15þ16nþ4n2Þð8e
p
22þð1þ5mÞðep11þep33Þ
þ4ð3nþn2Þðep22þmep11Þþ2ð1þmÞnep33Þx2n3
rint33 ¼R33
2l
ð1mÞð15þ16nþ4n2Þð8e
p
33þð1þ5mÞðep11þep22Þ
þ2ð1þmÞnðep11þep22ÞÞx2n3
rint12 ¼R12
2l
ð1mÞð15þ16nþ4n2Þð75m
þ4ð1mÞð3nþn2ÞÞep12x2n3
rint31 ¼R31
2l
ð1mÞð15þ16nþ4n2Þð75mþ2ð3mÞnÞe
p
31x
2n
3
rint23 ¼R23
2l
ð1mÞð15þ16nþ4n2Þð75mþ2ð3mÞnÞe
p
23x
2n
3 ð52Þ
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sponding to uniform plastic strains (Eq. (43)) is only retrieved for
n ¼ 0. Contrary to the Eshelby case, the present interior stress solu-
tions are not uniform for nP 1. They display a x2n3 variation which
is in full agreement with the theorem established by Asaro and
Barnett (1975) about polynomial eigenstrain: ‘‘If an ellipsoidal re-
gion in an inﬁnite anisotropic linear elastic medium undergoes, in
the absence of its surroundings, a stress-free transformation strain
which is polynomial of degree M in the position coordinates xi, then
the ﬁnal stress and strain state in the transformed inclusion, when
constrained by its surroundings, is also a polynomial of degree M in
xi’’. It must be pointed out that these interior stress solutions loose
also the spherical symmetry of the plastic strain (Eq. (50)).
Although epint shows only variation with the distance from the
inclusion centre (Eq. (50)), rint does not. This fact can be very well
understood from the present bicrystals superposition method. The
stress tensors in the different bicrystal problems are computed
from the same plastic strains but for different orientations of the
interface (see Fig. 2). As a result, the bicrystal problems contribute
to the solution with different stress tensors (Eq. (32)). Contrary to
the Eshelby problem where the bicrystal stresses were uniform
within the inclusion, the present bicrystal stresses vary with the
distance to their interface (polynomial variation at order 2n, cf.
Eqs. (51) and (32)). As a consequence, the stress solutions which
are the results of the summation of their contributions depend
on the angular position in addition to the distance from the inclu-
sion centre.
6.2. Internal length dependent plastic strain in the inclusion
In this subsection, the following plastic strain tensor is consid-
ered within the spherical inclusion
epintðrÞ ¼ ep0
a
l
sinh al  al
  sinh al
a
l
 sinh
r
l
r
l
 
ð53Þ
This interior plastic strain tensor reduces to ep0 in the centre of
the inclusion and to the nil tensor at the matrix/inclusion interface
(Fig. 5). It is characterized by a length scale parameter l. When
l ! 0, a uniform plastic strain is retrieved (Eshelby case) and when
l ! þ1, a polynomial plastic strain of order 2 is obtained (Fig. 5).
In order to perform comparisons with normalized quantities in the
analysis of the results, the mean plastic strain tensor over the
inclusion, hepinti, is deﬁned
hepinti ¼
1
Vg
Z 2p
0
Z p
0
Z a
0
epintr
2 sin hdrdhd/ ¼ w l
a
 
ep0ij ð54Þ
with
w
l
a
 
¼ 1
sinh al  al
sinh
a
l
 3 cosh
a
l
a
l
 sinh
a
l
a
l
 2
 ! !
ð55Þ
Approximating the interior plastic strain by a function that var-
ies as sinh
r
l
r
l
may be useful for a broad range of applications since such
a function can account for sharp gradients at interfaces and is not
restricted to dilatational cases. In particular, it may be convenient
to describe the accumulated plastic strain gradients within a grain
due to dislocations piling up at the grain boundary. For a majority
of grains, a decreasing plastic strain is generally observed from the
centre of the grain towards its boundaries, following with opposite
sign the density of trapped dislocations. The former commonly
shows a smooth growth far from the grain boundary and a very
sharp increase close to it. The distribution of dislocation density
depends actually on the external loading, whether dislocation
transmission is possible or not and on the number and type of
dislocations present in the pile-up (e.g., pile-ups of straightdislocations (Pande et al., 1972), pile-ups of straight dislocation
walls (Roy et al., 2008), pile-ups of dislocation loops (Li and Liu,
1967)). The present expression of the plastic strain (Eq. (53)) en-
ables to consider gradients in a versatile way through the parame-
ter l, from smooth to very sharp ones (Fig. 5). Therefore, it might
serve as a ﬁrst approximation to describe the constrained of plastic
ﬂow at the grain boundaries. Of course, any choice for the distribu-
tion of plastic strain will remain a rough approximation of the real-
ity since it actually depends on the very stress ﬁeld we are looking
for. At least, the present choice is quite much more relevant that
the assumption of uniform plastic strain traditionally made in scale
transition schemes.
Besides, it must be pointed out that the present description al-
lows the full continuity of plastic strains at the matrix/inclusion
interface similarly to the interface conditions that are generally re-
quired in strain gradient theories (e.g., Aifantis, 1984; Gudmundson,
2004) and in generalized continuum plasticitymodels (e.g., Cordero
et al., 2010). The continuity of plastic slip is physicallymore relevant
that allowing the unbounded development of plastic discontinuity
at interfaces as done in conventional continuum models. Less
restrictive continuity conditions are however also possible in non-
local plasticity models, such as the tangential continuity of the
plastic distortion rate set out by Acharya (2007) from the balance
of Burgers vector at a ﬁxed interface. In models where these condi-
tions are implemented, the development of normal discontinuities
is thus authorized (e.g., Puri et al., 2011; Richeton et al., 2011).
The presence of the length scale parameter l is also reminiscent of
strain gradient or generalized continuummodels where an intrinsic
length scale parameter is introduced. Similarly to these theories but
without a need to higher order degrees of freedom, the present ap-
proach can describe phenomenologically the inﬂuence of an under-
lying microstructure through the parameter l. At the end of the
section, it will be shown that scale effects may also be captured.
6.2.1. Shear stress
Still following the methodology detailed in Section 4, the inte-
rior stress solution is given in the Cartesian frame by the integral
sum of Eq. (34) using, for instance, in Eq. (32) the following set
of ﬁelds
RBi ¼ 1
4p
R
ep1ðBiIÞ ¼ 0
ep1ðBi-IIÞ ¼ 0
depðBiIÞðdÞ ¼ ep0
a
l
2 sinh al  al
  sinh al
a
l
 exp  a d
l
  
if d 6 w; 0 otherwise ð56Þ
where w is still a ﬁnite distance greater or equal to 2a. The above
expression of depðBiIÞðdÞ allows indeed to retrieve the interior plas-
tic strain tensor of Eq. (53) from the integral sum of Eq. (30). The
expression of the stress component r12 along the direction x3 for
x3 > 0 in the interior of the inclusion is explicitly outlined below
rint12 ¼ R12  2l
7 5m
15ð1 mÞ
sinh al
sinh al  al
 
ep012
þ 2l
1 m
a
l
sinh al  al
 
 6
x3
l
 4  2ð1 mÞx3
l
 2
 !
cosh
x3
l
"
þ 6
x3
l
 5  2ð2 mÞx3
l
 3 þ 1 mx3
l
 !
sinh
x3
l
#
ep012 ð57Þ
From this expression, it can be checked that the Eshelby solution
(Eq. (43)) is retrieved when l ! 0 and that a polynomial of degree 2
in x3 is obtained when l ! þ1, which is still in agreement with the
theorem of Asaro and Barnett (1975). Fig. 6 displays the internal
Fig. 5. Distribution of epint12 (cf. Eq. (53)) along a diameter of the spherical inclusion for different values of the parameter l. For comparisons, the values are normalized by
hepint12 i. e
p
int12
depends solely upon the distance from the inclusion centre, r.
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the inclusion for different values of l (considering m ¼ 0:3). For non-
zero values of l, it can be observed that a positive back-stress may
arise close to the interface. Hence, as outlined in Berbenni et al.
(2008), it is shown that considering an intra-granular distribution
of plastic strain can lead to very high stress concentrations near
the grain boundary. In the present case, it is underlined that despite
plastic relaxation, stress can be higher than themacroscopic applied
stress R in some locations close to the boundary.
6.2.2. Internal elastic energy and mean back-stress
Following Berbenni et al. (2008), the elastic strain energy per
unit volume, /, reads for homogeneous elastic materials
/ ¼ 1
V
Z
V
1
2
rðxÞ : eeðxÞdV
¼ 1
2
ðE EpÞ : C : ðE EpÞ  1
2V
Z
V
ðrðxÞ  RÞ : epðxÞdV ð58Þ
where E ¼ 1V
R
V eðxÞ and Ep ¼ 1V
R
V e
pðxÞ. The last part of / that con-
tains the internal stresses corresponds to the internal elastic energy
per unit volume, /int . The internal elastic energy, Uint ¼ V/int , reads
then
Uint ¼ 12
Z
V
ðrðxÞ  RÞ : epðxÞdV ð59Þ
By frame rotations, the stress ﬁeld can actually be derived for
any angular position within the spherical inclusion. It is therefore
possible to obtain an explicit analytical expression of Uint . In the
following, it is considered that epint12 is the only non zero plastic
strain component, which can be related to a single slip conﬁgura-
tion. In this case, the expression of Uint isFig. 6. Distribution of rint12  R12 (cf. Eq. (57)) along the direction x3 for different values of t
stress tensor within the inclusion depends on the angular direction.Uint ¼ 8lpa
3
45ð1 mÞv
l
a
 
ðep012Þ
2 ð60Þ
with
v l
a
 
¼
ð1410mÞcosh 2al
 ð6345mÞ sinh 2alð Þa
l
þð8460mÞ cosh
2a
lð Þ1
a
lð Þ2
ð5640mÞ
2cosh 2al
 8al sinh al 2þ4 al 2
ð61Þ
Fig. 7 reports the evolution of the normalized elastic energy,
UðNÞint , with the ratio
l
a ;U
ðNÞ
int being deﬁned as (cf. Eq. (54)
UðNÞint ¼
Uint
8lpa3hepint12i2
¼ 1
45ð1 mÞ
v la
 
w2 la
  ð62Þ
Fig. 7 shows a tanh-shape curve in a log–log scale with two sat-
uration plateaus. It is veriﬁed that the Eshelby solution relative to
uniform plastic strain is retrieved when la ! 0 (see the derivation of
the Eshelby elastic energy in Berbenni et al. (2008) or in Richeton
et al. (2009))
lim
l
a!0
UðNÞint ¼
7 5m
45ð1 mÞ ð63Þ
When la ! þ1;UðNÞint converges to a ﬁnite value which is 107 times
the Eshelby solution
lim
l
a!þ1
UðNÞint ¼
10
7
7 5m
45ð1 mÞ ð64Þhe parameter l. For comparisons, the values are normalized by lhepint12 i. Note that the
Fig. 7. Evolution of the normalized elastic energy, UðNÞint , as a function of the ratio
l
a in a log–log scale. U
ðNÞ
int given by Eq. (62) is compared to polynomial solutions corresponding
to Taylor developments of sinh
r
l
r
l
at different orders p in the expression of epint12 (Eq. (53)).
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proﬁle has a ﬁnite limit when la ! þ1 (Fig. 5). From Fig. 7, it is no-
ticed that the Eshelby case of uniform plastic strain corresponds to
the minimum energy. The same conclusion was found by Berbenni
et al. (2008) when computing the elastic energy relative to a distri-
bution of dislocation loops embedded within a spherical inclusion.
The tanh-shape of Fig. 7 is reminiscent of the tanh-shape curves
that were obtained from recent micromorphic crystal plasticity
models (Cordero et al., 2010, 2012) when the macroscopic ﬂow
stress of a polycrystal or a two-phase composite was displayed
against the model microstructural length scale in a log–log scale.
The relevance of this analogy lies in the physical meaning of UðNÞint
from which a mean back-stress can be derived. Indeed, let us ﬁgure
out that the spherical inclusion is a grain of volume Vg that has
undergone a single slip plastic shear, c ¼ 2epint12 . Following Richeton
et al., 2009, a mean back-stress, sl, over this grain due to its plas-
tiﬁcation can be deﬁned as
sl ¼  1Vg
@Uint
@hci ð65Þ
where hci is the mean plastic slip over the grain, hci ¼ 2hepint12 i. In or-
der to compute sl, a relation between l and hci should in principle
be established ﬁrst. l must certainly evolve with the accumulated
plastic slip within the grain since dislocations pile-up progressively
at the boundary. However, as a ﬁrst illustration, one can assume
that l is independent of hci. In this case, from Eqs. (60) and (54),
the mean back-stress sl writes
sl ¼  l15ð1 mÞ
v la
 
w2 la
  hci ð66Þ
sl thus presents the same dependency with the ratio la than U
ðNÞ
int
(cf. Eq. (62)). Hence, the same trend is followed (Fig. 8): a tanh-
shape in a log–log scale with two saturation plateaus. In the tran-
sition regime between the two plateaus (roughly 0:08 < la < 0:3),
UðNÞint and sl are dependent on the ratio la, thus deﬁning a size-
dependent behaviour. Following Cordero et al. (2010), a critical va-
lue of la, denoted
l
a
 
c , is deﬁned as the inﬂection point of the log–log
curves. In the proximity of la ¼ la
 
c , the size-dependent response
can be characterized by a scaling law
UðNÞint /
l
a
 m
; sl / la
 m
ð67Þ
m thus deﬁnes the slope in the log–log diagram in the size-
dependent regime. Still following Cordero et al. (2010), m iscomputed as the ﬁrst derivative of the curve at la ¼ la
 
c . Under
the current assumptions, we obtain la
 
c ¼ 0:20 and m ¼ 0:14
(Fig. 8). As a consequence, the present description enables to con-
sider grain size effects providing that l is not proportional to a.
These grain size effects may be expressed as hardening or softening
effects as the grain size decreases depending on the relation be-
tween l and a. If l is ﬁxed, a grain size scaling law exponent of
0.14 is obtained which is low compared to the ideal Hall–Petch
exponent of 0.5. This means that the relations between l and
hci and l and a have to be calibrated.
Moreover, UðNÞint is also computed when e
p
int12
(Eq. (53)) is approx-
imated by Taylor developments of sinh
r
l
r
l
at different orders p (at or-
der 10, it writes 1þ
r
lð Þ2
3! þ
r
lð Þ4
5! þ
r
lð Þ6
7! þ
r
lð Þ8
9! þ
r
lð Þ10
11! ) (Fig. 7). The
computations are performed by using the stress solutions relative
to power law plastic strains with even exponents (Eq. (52)). The
values of the two plateaus are not modiﬁed by these approxima-
tions (Fig. 7): for high values of la, all the polynomial approxima-
tions (except p ¼ 0) converge towards Eq. (62) since epint12 reduces
to a 2nd-order polynomial when l ! þ1 and for low values of la,
a uniform plastic strain is retrieved and all the expressions thus
converge towards the Eshelby case. Fig. 7 shows however that
the scale-dependent regime is strongly dependent on the order p.
The most striking fact is that the departure from the Eshelby solu-
tion is strongly delayed when p decreases. Table 1 collects the val-
ues of the critical ratios, la
 
c , and the scaling law exponents, m,
obtained for the different expressions of epint12 . A maximum value
of m ¼ 0:32 is obtained for p ¼ 4 and p ¼ 6. Although different
from the ideal Hall–Petch effect, the set of functions studied enable
to consider different size effects. In addition to calibrate the evolu-
tions of l with hci and a, it may be worth to examine also other
kinds of functions for the plastic strain inside the inclusion to get
closer to the Hall–Petch law by the same approach. The values of
m can also be compared to the scaling law derived from the works
of Berbenni et al. (2008) and Richeton et al. (2009) who considered
a distribution of parallel dislocation loops embedded within a
spherical inclusion and equally spaced by a distance h. Assuming
that h did not evolve with hci and a, a scaling law exponent of 1
was found when plotting UðNÞint or sl against ha. At large
h
a, no satura-
tion plateau was obtained. The distance between dislocation loops,
h, was however physically bounded by the diameter of the grain.
These two approaches highlight the effects of intra-granular plastic
strain heterogeneities on stress ﬁelds, one was about slip lines or
slip bands considering discrete ‘‘quantas’’ (Dirac delta functions)
for slip whereas the current approach deals with the constrained
Fig. 8. Evolution of the mean back-stress sl as a function of the ratio la in a log–log scale. Black line: Eshelby solution relative to uniform plastic strain. Dotted blue line: linear
ﬁt of the size-dependent domain. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Values of la
 
c and m deduced from the evolution of U
ðNÞ
int as a function of
l
a in a log–log
scale (Fig. 7). UðNÞint given by Eq. (62) is compared to polynomial solutions
corresponding to Taylor developments of sinh
r
l
r
l
at different orders p in the expression
of epint12 (Eq. (53)).
Eq. (62) p ¼ 2 p ¼ 4 p ¼ 6 p ¼ 8 p ¼ 10
l
a
 
c
0.20 0.51 0.28 0.20 0.16 0.12
m 0.14 0.24 0.32 0.32 0.29 0.28
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uniform eigenstrains. In real situations, both effects must be
present.
Finally, it must be noted that the present expressions ofUðNÞint and
sl could be used to build new polycrystalline interaction laws
devoted to be implemented in scale transition schemes like in
the works of Richeton et al. (2009) or Collard et al. (2010). By
extension, grain size effects could then be accounted for on the
macroscopic ﬂow stress too. It must be also underlined that it is
remarkable to retrieve similar qualitative effects between the pres-
ent micromechanical calculations and non-classic continuum
theories based on generalized media. Contrary to these theories,
the microstructural length scale is explicitly deﬁned in our micro-
mechanical approach as the parameter giving the shape of plastic
strain distribution within the grain. In addition, the solutions are
explicit.7. Conclusions
The present paper ﬁrst considered the stress ﬁeld of an inﬁnite
bicrystal with a planar boundary that undergoes plastic distortion
variations along the normal to its interface. A ‘‘bicrystals superpo-
sition method’’ was then proposed in order retrieve the stress
ﬁelds associated to spherical inclusion problems from the stress
ﬁelds associated to inﬁnite bicrystal problems. The method pro-
vides a geometrical interpretation of Eshelby–Kröner results, espe-
cially of the fact that the stress ﬁelds are uniform inside the
inclusion but not outside.
Interestingly, as an alternative to non-classic theories based
on micromorphic media and phenomenological internal lengths,
the method is also able to handle a large variety of spherical
inclusion problems with spatially non-uniform plastic strains in-
side the inclusion. In particular, it is suited to handle easily poly-
nomial plastic strains with even exponents or any plastic strain
that can be written as a power series representation with evenexponents like cos x; cosh x; sin xx ;
sinh x
x . The analytical expression of
the interior stress tensor for the problem of a plastic strain in
the inclusion that varies as a power law with a general even
exponent was found. A plastic strain in the inclusion that varies
as sinh
r
l
r
l
was also considered as an illustrative case in order to de-
scribe the accumulated plastic strain gradients within grains.
Internal stresses and stored energy were accordingly analytically
derived in function of the ratio la (a being the radius of the spher-
ical inclusion). Depending on this ratio, it was shown that these
solutions can be approximated by using the power law plastic
strain solutions in relation with the Taylor development of sinh
r
l
r
l
.
The length scale parameter l enables to consider gradients of
plastic strain in a versatile way, from smooth to very sharp ones.
Remarkably, a tanh-shape was found for the stored energy and
the mean back-stress as a function of la in a log–log scale, result-
ing in very similar size effects as those derived from recent
micromorphic crystal plasticity models (Cordero et al., 2010,
2012).
Further works will concern the build up of new grain size
dependent polycrystalline interaction laws from our back-stress
expressions and their implementation in scale transition schemes.
Due to the ﬂexibility of the present superposition method, examin-
ing carefully other kinds of functions for the plastic strain inside
the inclusion, it may be possible to get different scaling laws. Be-
sides, extending the method to linear heterogeneous elasticity is
left for further study. It may be also worth to consider inclusions
with non-spherical shape, like general ellipsoids.
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Appendix A. Bicrystal stress solutions in the case of
heterogeneous elasticity with full anisotropy
Considering the bicrystal problem of Section 3 (Fig. 1) with
piecewise uniform elastic moduli (CI in crystal I and CII in crystal
II), the stress solutions can be derived following the same method-
ology (see also Gemperlova et al., 1989; Peralta et al., 1994; Rich-
eton and Berbenni, 2013). In this case, the unknown components of
r1 write
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þð~s33~s66~s
2
36Þ½e22þð~s26~s36~s23~s66Þ½e33þ ð~s23~s36~s26~s33Þ2½e23
~s22~s236þ~s33~s226þ~s66~s223~s22~s33~s662~s23~s26~s36
sgnðx1Þ
r133ðx1Þ¼R33
þð~s26~s36~s23~s66Þ½e

22þð~s22~s66~s226Þ½e33þ ð~s23~s26~s36~s22Þ2½e23
~s22~s236þ~s33~s226þ~s66~s223~s22~s33~s662~s23~s26~s36
sgnðx1Þ
r123ðx1Þ¼R23
þð~s23~s36~s26~s33Þ½e

22þð~s23~s26~s36~s22Þ½e33þ ð~s22~s33~s223Þ2½e23
~s22~s236þ~s33~s226þ~s66~s223~s22~s33~s662~s23~s26~s36
sgnðx1Þ
ðA:1Þ
where the notation ~sij ¼ sIij þ sIIij has been introduced along with the
adoption of the following reduction convention for the Hooke’ law
ee11
ee22
ee33
2ee12
2ee31
2ee23
2
666666664
3
777777775
¼
s11 s12 s13 s14 s15 s16
s12 s22 s23 s24 s25 s26
s13 s23 s33 s34 s35 s36
s14 s24 s34 s44 s45 s46
s15 s25 s35 s45 s55 s56
s16 s26 s36 s46 s56 s66
2
666666664
3
777777775
¼
r11
r22
r33
r12
r31
r23
2
666666664
3
777777775
ðA:2Þ
and where
½e22 ¼ ½ep122 þ ½s12R11þ½s22R22þ½s23R33þ½s24R12þ½s25R31þ½s26R23
½e33 ¼ ½ep133 þ ½s13R11þ½s23R22þ½s33R33þ½s34R12þ½s35R31þ½s36R23
2½e23 ¼2½ep123 þ ½s16R11þ½s26R22þ½s36R33þ½s46R12þ½s56R31þ½s66R23 ðA:3Þ
The unknown components of dr in crystals I and II are given
respectively by
drI22ðx1Þ
¼ ðs
I
33s
I
66 sI362Þdep22ðx1ÞþðsI26sI36 sI23sI66Þdep33ðx1ÞþðsI23sI36 sI26sI33Þ2dep23ðx1Þ
sI22s
I
36
2þ sI33sI262þ sI66sI232 sI22sI33sI662sI23sI26sI36
drI33ðx1Þ
¼ ðs
I
26s
I
36 sI23sI66Þdep22ðx1ÞþðsI22sI66 sI262Þdep33ðx1ÞþðsI23sI26 sI36sI22Þ2dep23ðx1Þ
sI22s
I
36
2þ sI33sI262þ sI66sI232 sI22sI33sI662sI23sI26sI36
drI23ðx1Þ
¼ ðs
I
23s
I
36 sI26sI33Þdep22ðx1ÞþðsI23sI26 sI36sI22Þdep33ðx1ÞþðsI22sI33 sI232Þ2dep23ðx1Þ
sI22s
I
36
2þ sI33sI262þ sI66sI232 sI22sI33sI662sI23sI26sI36
ðA:4Þ
and
drII22ðx1Þ
¼ ðs
II
33s
II
66 sII362Þdep22ðx1ÞþðsII26sII36 sII23sII66Þdep33ðx1ÞþðsII23sII36 sII26sII33Þ2dep23ðx1Þ
sII22s
II
36
2þ sII33sII262þ sII66sII232 sII22sII33sII662sII23sII26sII36
drII33ðx1Þ
¼ ðs
II
26s
II
36 sII23sII66Þdep22ðx1ÞþðsII22sII66 sII262Þdep33ðx1ÞþðsII23sII26 sII36sII22Þ2dep23ðx1Þ
sII22s
II
36
2þ sII33sII262þ sII66sII232 sII22sII33sII662sII23sII26sII36
drII23ðx1Þ
¼ ðs
II
23s
II
36 sII26sII33Þdep22ðx1ÞþðsII23sII26 sII36sII22Þdep33ðx1ÞþðsII22sII33 sII232Þ2dep23ðx1Þ
sII22s
II
36
2þ sII33sII262þ sII66sII232 sII22sII33sII662sII23sII26sII36
ðA:5ÞAppendix B. Another set of ﬁelds to retrieve the interior stress
tensor for the Eshelby–Kröner inclusion problem
The expression of rint (Eq. (43)) in Section 5.1 could also be re-
trieved by using the following set of ﬁelds in Eq. (32)
RBi ¼ 1
4p
R
ep1ðBiIÞ ¼ 0
ep1ðBi-IIÞ ¼ 1
2p
epext
depðBiIÞðdÞ ¼ 1
4p
epint if d 6 w; 0 otherwise
ðB:1Þwhere w is a ﬁnite distance greater or equal to 2a. The difference
with the set of ﬁelds of Section 5.1 (Eq. (42)) ﬁrst lies on the use
of ﬂuctuating ﬁeld instead of inﬁnite ﬁeld in the expression of
epðBi-IÞ. It is clear that the reconstruction of epint (Eq. (30)) is satisﬁed
by the chosen expression of depðBiIÞðdÞ since this one matches the
previous expression of ep1ðBiIÞ (Eq. (37)) inside the inclusion. How-
ever, the reconstruction of epext (Eq. (31)) is now different. At a point
M ra > 1; 0;0
 
it reads
epextðMÞ ¼ 2pep1ðBi-IIÞ 1
a
r
 
þ
Z 2p
0
Z arccosðarÞ
0
depðBi-IIÞððh;/Þ; dÞ sin hdhd/
þ
Z 2p
0
Z p
arccos arð Þ
depðBiIÞððh;/Þ;dÞ sin hdhd/ ðB:2Þ
The writing of this last equation at inﬁnity gives
epext ¼ 2pep1ðBi-IIÞ ðB:3Þ
which provides the expression of ep1ðBi-IIÞ in Eq. (B.1).
Appendix C. General analytical expression of the exterior stress
tensor for the Eshelby–Kröner inclusion problem
The problem under consideration is the one of Section 5. A
spherical inclusion is embedded in an inﬁnite matrix. A uniform
plastic strain tensor is considered inside the inclusion, epint, as
well as a uniform plastic strain tensor outside the inclusion,
epext. The entire volume is subjected to a far-ﬁeld applied
macroscopic loading, R. Considering either spherical ðr; h;/Þ
(Eq. (28)) or Cartesian coordinates ðx1; x2; x3Þ and using the nota-
tions below
r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x21 þ x22 þ x23
q
a ¼ sin/ ¼ x2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x21 þ x22
q
b ¼ cos/ ¼ x1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x21 þ x22
q
c ¼ sin h ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 x
2
3
r2
r
d ¼ cos h ¼ x3
r
Dep ¼ epint  epext
ðC:1Þ
along with the following convention reduction for stress and strain
components
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
2
6666666664
3
7777777775
¼
r11
r22
r33
r12
r31
r23
2
6666666664
3
7777777775
;
Dep1
Dep2
Dep3
Dep4
Dep5
Dep6
2
6666666664
3
7777777775
¼
Dep11
Dep22
Dep33
2Dep12
2Dep31
2Dep23
2
6666666664
3
7777777775
ðC:2Þ
the different components of the stress tensor outside the inclusion
read in the Cartesian frame
ri ¼ Ri þ lð1 mÞ Aij
a
r
 3
þ Bij ar
 5	 

Depj ðC:3Þ
where
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2c2ð2 5b2c2Þ
A22 ¼ 13þ a
2c2ð2 5a2c2Þ
A33 ¼ 13þ d
2ð2 5d2Þ
A44 ¼ 13 ð1þ mÞ þ ðmd
2  5a2b2c4Þ
A55 ¼ 13 ð1þ mÞ þ c
2ðma2  5b2d2Þ
A66 ¼ 13 ð1þ mÞ þ c
2ðmb2  5a2d2Þ
A12 ¼ A21 ¼ 23 ð1 mÞ þ ðð1 2mÞd
2  5a2b2c4Þ
A13 ¼ A31 ¼ 23 ð1 mÞ þ c
2ðð1 2mÞa2  5b2d2Þ
A23 ¼ A32 ¼ 23 ð1 mÞ þ c
2ðð1 2mÞb2  5a2d2Þ ðC:4Þ
A14 ¼ A41 ¼ abc2ð1 5b2c2Þ
A24 ¼ A42 ¼ abc2ð1 5a2c2Þ
A15 ¼ A51 ¼ bcdð1 5b2c2Þ
A35 ¼ A53 ¼ bcdð1 5d2Þ
A26 ¼ A62 ¼ acdð1 5a2c2Þ
A36 ¼ A63 ¼ acdð1 5d2Þ
A34 ¼ A43 ¼ abc2ð1 2m 5d2Þ
A25 ¼ A52 ¼ bcdð1 2m 5a2c2Þ
A16 ¼ A61 ¼ acdð1 2m 5b2c2Þ
A56 ¼ A65 ¼ abc2ðm 5d2Þ
A46 ¼ A64 ¼ bcdðm 5a2c2Þ
A45 ¼ A54 ¼ acdðm 5b2c2Þ
and
B11 ¼ 35þ b
2c2 6þ 7b2c2 
B22 ¼ 35þ a
2c2 6þ 7a2c2 
B33 ¼ 35þ d
2 6þ 7d2 
B44 ¼ 45þ d
2 þ 7a2b2c4 
B55 ¼ 45þ c
2 a2 þ 7b2d2 
B66 ¼ 45þ c
2 b2 þ 7a2d2 
B12 ¼ B21 ¼ 45þ d
2 þ 7a2b2c4 
B13 ¼ B31 ¼ 45þ c
2 a2 þ 7b2d2 
B23 ¼ B32 ¼ 45þ c
2 b2 þ 7a2d2  ðC:5Þ
B14 ¼ B41 ¼ abc2 3þ 7b2c2
 
B24 ¼ B42 ¼ abc2 3þ 7a2c2
 
B15 ¼ B51 ¼ bcd 3þ 7b2c2
 
B35 ¼ B53 ¼ bcd 3þ 7d2
 
B26 ¼ B62 ¼ acd 3þ 7a2c2
 
B36 ¼ B63 ¼ acd 3þ 7d2
 
B34 ¼ B43 ¼ abc2 1þ 7d2
 
B25 ¼ B52 ¼ bcd 1þ 7a2c2
 
B16 ¼ B61 ¼ acd 1þ 7b2c2
 
B56 ¼ B65 ¼ abc2 1þ 7d2
 
B46 ¼ B64 ¼ bcd 1þ 7a2c2
 
B45 ¼ B54 ¼ acd 1þ 7b2c2
 The correctness of these formulas were checked in the case of a
sphere from the analytical expression of the exterior Eshelby tensor
for a spheroidal inclusion, GðxÞ, established by Ju and Sun (1999) in
isotropic elasticity: rðxÞ ¼ Rþ C  GðxÞ : e (where here e ¼ Dep).References
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